In Part I the above representation of TrMiA) is obtained approximately. The technically interested reader may find it worth observing that the exhaustion method we use there ( § §1.2 and 1.3) is analogous to certain procedures which can be used advantageously in the theories of measures and integration too. On this basis we establish the main properties of Tr¡aiA) in Part II, and then obtain the exact representation of TrMiA) in Part III. Here two maximum-problems, called (A) and (B), which seem to possess some independent interest too, play a decisive role.
Part IV is devoted to establishing an isomorphism between §, M, and M'. It turns out that a certain algebraic-topological extension QiM) of M is isomorphic to § and that M and M' play in it the role of right-and leftmultiplication. This leads to an interesting and entirely new type of infinite hypercomplex systems, which are at the same time Hubert spaces. A subsequent paper will be devoted to their independent study. set if; A*f=0) and final set (/; Af=0). Now if W is as in R.O., Definition 4.4.1, for A =A*, let U = W+V.) B is self-adjoint and equals iAA*)1'2. Now A =BU* = BU~1 and hence A*A = UBBU~l = UB2U-^ = UAA*U-\ Hence iß)
TrMiA*A) = TrMiUAA*U~i) = TrMiAA*).
Substituting A* for A in our previous result we have (7) KTrMiAA*) ^ iAA*f, f) ^ TrMiAA*).
Combining (a), iß), and (p), we obtain KiA*Af,f) è KTrMiA*A) = KTrMiAA*) ^ iAA*f,f).
Since iA*Af,f) = iAf, Af) = \\Af\\2, iAA*f,f) = iA*f, A*f) = \\A*f\\2; this is the desired inequality. 1.5. Now if E is as in Lemma 1.3.1, let ra be the smallest integer such that l/n^DMiE). Then if E°^E is such that DMiE°) = 1/ra, Lemma 1.3.1 will hold with E° in place of E. Now / was chosen in such a manner that W' = £>• This implies that 9ïc|i/ is the range of E°, because since the set iA '/; A 'eAf') is dense in §, the set iE°A '/; A 'eAf') = iA 'E°f; A 'eAf') must be dense in the range of E°, or Ea = E%. Since C = l, Dm-ÍE^) = DMiE^'{) = DMiE°) = l/n. Now let E° = Ei, E%f-Ei. Since DM{Ex) = l/n, 7?M(1) = 1, we can find ra
projections [E,},j=l, ■ ■ ■ , ra with the first equal to Ex such that E.eAf, y>2i=iEj=l,EiEi = 0iii*j,DMiE]) = l/n. Since7V(£i ) = 1/ra, 7V(1)=<*^1, there exist ra projections E¡ eM',j=l, ■ ■ ■ , ra, with the first equal to E{ and such that ElE'i =0 if iVj and DM^E¡) = 1/ra. Since Z)M(£i) =7»M(£,), there is a partially isometric operator W,eM with initial set the range of Ex and final set the range of E,-(cf. R.O., Definition 4.3.1). Similarly we have a W'j eM' with initial set the range of E{ and final set ES. Let W;WiEif=f, Eif=f. Then Eifj = EiWiWiEif=W¡EiW,Eif -W¡ WjEif=f and £//,=£/ W¡ WjEíf= W¡ WiEif=f. Thus£/, =/,■ = E¡f.
Let g =£;_,/,, then Eig = E^Ji = E^dnj_1Eifi=llUEiE¡fi = Eifi=f.
Similarly Eí g=f. Now for any AeM if either »V/ or ¿5^2, then EiAEkg is orthogonal to E,AEtg. For inasmuch as Ekg=fk = Ek g, we have, (£,.4£*g, F,v4£,g) = (EjEiAEkg, AE,g) = óy'(£»¿£*S, ^£,g) = t, (£*4£t'g, ¿£/g) = 8i(E¿EiAg, E{ Ag) = 8ii(E'iEiEiAg,Ag) = «MiEi'EiAg.Ag).
These results imply that if A eM, then £||pfr*£,-^4£,Wr¡/||2 and with this, we obtain from the above equations for pg||2andp*g||2thatM*g||2^£|Mg||2.
This result may be stated as follows.
Lemma 1.5.1. If K is any number > 1, there exists a ge¡Q, g¿¿0 such that for every AeM, ||;4*g||2^7sr||.4g||2. Obviously we may assume that ||g|| = 1.
1.6. We now have Lemma 1.6.1. Let K and g be as in Lemma 1.5.1. T'Aéra if E and F, eM, are two projections such that Z>m(jE) = 77M(F), ZAera K~l iFg, g) g iEg, g) ^ KiFg, g).
Inasmuch as DM(E) = DM(F), there exists a partially isometric operator IF such that W*W=F, WW* = E, WeM (cf. R.O., Definition 8.2.1, Definition 6.1.1, and Lemma 4.3.1). Now iFg, g) = (W*Wg, g) = (Wg, Wg) = \\Wg\\2, iEg, g) = iWW*g, g) = (W*g, W*g) = \\W*g\\2. Lemma 1.5.1 with A= W implies iEg, g)^K(Fg, g). With A = W*, the same lemma implies iFg, g) K(Eg, g) or K~l(Fg, g) ^ iEg, g). We have now shown our lemma.
Suppose EeM is such that DM(E) = 1/f», where m is an integer. Then there exist m -1 projections E2, ■ ■ ■ , Em, such that when we let Ei = E, we haveZ,_i-Ej = 1> EiE, = 0, for i^j, E,eM, DM(E,) = l/m. Now returning to the g of Lemmas 1.5.1 and 1.6.1, we have
Let (Eig, g)=a. Then Lemma 1.6.1 implies that Ka^(Ejg, g)^K~la, for every/. Summing over j, gives Kma^ 1 ^K~lma or Ka^ l/m^K_1a which is the same as
since DmiE) = l/m. Let us study the class 2 of £'s in Af which satisfy the equation (+). Now if Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fq or Fu F2, ■ ■ ■ satisfy (+) and 7?,77, = 0, if*j, then Zi-i-F) orZ^-i^í also satisfies (+). But if FeM is such that DMiF) =q/p, F=^y_lFi for mutually orthogonal F/s eM with DMiF,) = l/p and hence satisfying (+). Thus if 7>M(F) =q/p, F satisfies (+).
Let E be any projection of M, DMiE) =a. Let {a,}, a.^0 be a sequence of rational numbers, ZLi«*= a-Then there exists a set of mutually orthogonal projections {£,} such that £,^£, E{eM, DM(Ei)=ai. To show this, suppose Ei, ■ ■ • , Ei-i have been chosen with these properties. Then Dm(E-Z =i-Ej) =Zyl,aJ=.a>-Hence an £,• can be chosen in such a way that EieM is ^E-j^^E, with DM(Ei)=a(. Now 77M(£-ZT-i£») =a-Z°Lia¿ = 0 or E =Zr=i^»-Since each Ei satisfies (+), E does too. Since E is arbitrary we have Lemma 1.6.2. Let K and g be as in Lemma 1.5.1, then for every EeM K(Eg,g) ^DM(E) ^ K~KEg,g).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.7. From Lemma 1.6.2 we can conclude, using Lemma 1.4.2, that if A eM is positive definite, then KiAg,g) è 7>mC4) è K-KAg,g).
We can state our result as follows.
Theorem I. Let M be a factor in case Hi. Let M and M' be such that when Dm and DM> are normalized in such a way that the range of Dm is the interval (0, 1) and C = l (cf. §1.1), ZAera the range of DM> is an interval (0, a) with 0 <a ^ oo, zAera a^l.
Then to every K>1, there exists a gefç> such that for every positive definite A eM, KiAg,g) ^ TrMiA) ^K~KAg,g).
Chapter II. Immediate consequences 2.1. We are now able to show that TrM has the following two properties when Mis in a finite case (cf. R.O., Theorem VIII) ; that is, when Af is in a case I" (ra = l, 2, • ■ • ) or IL.
Property I. For all Hermitian A and BeM
Tr"iA + B) = TrMiA) + Tr.MiB).
Property
II. TrM iA) is weakly continuous if A is subject to either of these conditions: (i) A is uniformly bounded ithat is, \ \ \ A \ \ | g D for some fixed D) ;
(ii) A is definite.
These properties are obviously independent of the normalization of DM(E) and TrM(A).
If M is in cases I", ra = 1, 2, • • • , these are of course well known results about TrM(A) (cf. R.O., p. 220). So we may assume Af to be in case IL.
Then we have in the normalization of R.O., Theorem VIII, three possibilities for the factorization Af, Af': IL, II«,; Hi, IL with Cal; IL, Hi with C2sl. The two first ones correspond to a^l in the normalization of §1.1, and since we shall only use Theorem I, from §1.1, we may treat these two cases together. We therefore consider first the conditions under which Theorem I holds : the normalization of §1.1, and «el. We obtain an equivalent statement of Theorem I with A eM, Hermitian and not necessarily definite.
Let K, g be as in Theorem I, then K~l{g, g) = 7C-1||g||2^7>M(l) = 1, or But the bounds of Ax and A2 are each not more than that of A. Also ||g||2^l+«-So if A has the bound D, we have
Let A, 73, ^4 +73 have the respective bounds Dx, D2, D3. Substituting in (1) each of these operators, inasmuch as ((^4 +B)g, g) = (Ag, g) + (Bg, g), we get
which since e may be taken arbitrarily small, implies Property I.
We turn our attention to Property II, (-i) . Consider the set 2 of all Hermitian AtM, with a bound less than or equal to a fixed 77. We will show that to every A eS and to every 77 >0, there exists a weak neighborhood of A, U(A; g; g; r¡/3) such that for all 73eS and BeU(A; g; g; r¡/3) (i. Chapter III. The exact form of TrM(A) (for aS: 1) 3.1. We again assume M in case Hi. Some lemmas about families of projections and spectral forms in M are needed. Of these the two last ones have some interest of their own.
Lemma 3.1.1. For any two projections E, FeM with £^F, and any a^DM(E), ^DM(F), a projection GeM with E^G^F, DM(G) =a exists.
F-E is a projection, and 0^a-DM(E) ¿DM(F)-DM(E) =DM(F-E)
1. Thus a projection G'eAf with DM(G') =a -DM(E) exists (because Af is in case IL). So DM(G') ^DM(F-E) and therefore a projection G"eM with G"^F-E, DM(G") =DMiG') =a-DMiE) exists. G" is thus orthogonal to E, and therefore G"+E is a projection and DMiG"+E) = DM(G") +DMiE) =a.
Besides,G"+E^E and G"+Ei%iF-E)+E = F. SoG = G"+Ehas the desired properties.
Lemma 3.1.2. For any two projections E, FeM with E^F a family of projections G(a) eAf defined for all a with DmÍE) ga| DMiF) exists, which possesses the following properties:
Choose a sequence pi, p2, • • • which lies and is dense in the interval
with Pi=DM(E), p2 = DM(F). We will now define a sequence of projections G(pi), G(p2), • ■ ■ , eM, so
Consider the p,-, i = l, ■ • ■ ,j-l, with p,-gp,-(they exist: pi = DM(E) S>P/); let p,'be the greatest one. Consider the p¿, i = l, • • • ,/ -l, with p;^p, (they exist: p2 = DM(F)^p,); let p," be the smallest one. Thus Pí>ÚPí" and so G(pi')^G(pi"). Besides 77M(G(p,0)=P<^P,gp<"=77Ai(G(p,-0). So Lemma 3.1.1 can be applied to E = G(pi), 77 = G(p,"), a = p,-, and we define G(p,) =G.
Owing to (ii), limPi.a,PiSa G(pt) exists for all a with DM(E) =pi g a ^ p2 = DM(F). If a is equal to a p,-, then this limit is meant to denote the value at p,-. So we can extend the definition of G(a) to all above a by defining G(a) = lim Gißt). Now (i) remains true, and (ii), (iii) extend by continuity to all above a. 
Let F(X) be the resolution of identity corresponding to A. As A is definite, so F(0) =0; as the bound of A is ^ 1, so F(l) = 1.
Consider now the two following functions :
X.
i/>(X) is monotonous non-decreasing and right semi-continuous in O^X^l, because F(X) is a resolution of identity, and besides \p(0) =0, 0(1) = 1. Thus 0(a) is monotonous non-decreasing and right semi-continuous in O^a^l, and its values are all in 0 ;£ X ^ 1. One verifies these facts, as well as those which follow, easily; besides, their discussion may be found in (19) (numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliography in R.O., pp. 125-126) on p. 193.
(Our 0(X), 0(a) corresponds to the 0(a), •/>(&) there, thus they are both "m-functions," and 0(a) is the "measure function" of 0 (X) .) The relation between 0(a) and 0(X) is symmetric (cf. loe. cit., 0(X) is the "measure function" of 0(a), we must define for the empty set in O^X^l the l.u.b. 0); that is,
Finally (cf. loe. cit.) Now define for every O^ag 1
(this expression has a meaning owing to (#)).
We have now by definition Z>M(£(a)) =a, so condition (ii) is satisfied. For a = 0, 1, this gives £(0)=0, £(1) = 1, so condition (i) is satisfied, too. If a-=ß, then Pia) ¿piß). The relation Pia) =Piß) gives Eia) = GiPia), a) = Gipiß), a) ¿ GiPiß), ß) = Eiß), while Pia) <Piß) gives
So we see that (•) a g ß implies £(a) g> Eiß).
Furthermore ß>a gives
ß->a, ß>a (i)> ( ')» ( " ') state that 72(a) is a resolution of unity. It remains for us to prove (iii). Consider the expression /o0(«)¿(||£(«)/||2)-Pia) and ||£(a)/||2 are both monotonous non-decreasing functions of a if a increases from 0 to 1, then these functions increase from 0(0) to 0(1) = 1 and from 0 to ||/||2 respectively. Thus our integral is, by partial integration, equal to ||/||2-/ol||£(a)/||2a0(a). We may now introduce a new variable of integration:
X=</>(«). Then we have (cf. loe. cit., p. 198) /;||£(a)/||^(a)=/;||JE(^(X))/||»d\. But by ( §) £(,KX))=G(0(«KX)),^(X)),and by (*) PiPiP(X))) =77M(F(0(^(X))). So the definition of Gip, a) gives G(0(0(X)), 0(X)) =F(0(0(X))). By (* *) this is F(X), so we have £(0(X)) =F (X) . Thus our original expression is equal to 11/112-/J|F(X)/||2<iX, and this becomes by another partial integration f\d\\F(\)f\\2, that is, iAfif). Thus we have proved:
iAff) = f 0(a)d||£(a)/||°.
•r o
Replacing herein f by f±g/2, and subtracting, gives the real part of (iii). Now replacing/, g by if, g gives the imaginary part of (iii). Thus the proof is completed.
Finally we need the following lemma. an operator C = \p(B)eM with (Cf, g) =/o0(X)¿(£(X)/, g) symbolically C=/aV(X)¿£(X) exists. 7/O5¡0(X)^l, then C is Hermitian, definite, and of bound 1. For all 0 (X) 7>m(C) = f 0(X)¿77M(£(X)).
•7 a
The existence of the bounded 23 is a well known fact about spectral forms, as all £(X)eM so 23eM (see (18) everywhere convergent in a = Xg6, then it holds for 0(X) =lim",oo0" (X) too: 0(73) =strong Umn^ipniB), the ^ÁB) being uniformly bounded, by (19), p. 205, Property h), and TrM is continuous for strong (even for weak) convergence by Property III, (**). Thus our relation holds for all bounded Baire functions 0(X) if it holds for all continuous functions 0(X). And it holds for these, if it holds for all intervalwise constant functions 0(X). But these are linear aggregates of functions 0Cld(X) = 1 for c<X^<2 = 0 otherwise, where a^c^d^b. So it suffices to consider these. Now clearly
completing the proof. 3.2. We return now to the normalization of §1.1, and assume that an Af in case Hi is given with a ^ 1.
Consider a g and K which are related as in Theorem I. Our objective is to prove Theorem II below, but we begin by considering these two maximum problems.
(A) For a given X with O^X^l consider all projections FeAf with DmÍF) =X, and the corresponding values of iFg, g). Prove that these iFg, g) possess a maximum ma which they assume for a certain F = F0 from the above class.
(B) For a given X with O^X^l consider all definite operators BeM of bound ^1 with ?>«(£) =X, and the corresponding values of iBg, g). Prove that these iBg, g) possess a maximum wj which they assume for a certain B = Bo from the above class. Select now a sequence Bi, B2, ■ ■ • from this class, so that limn^iBng, g) = ml. As the Bi; B2, ■ ■ • are uniformly bounded, there exists a subsequence B"" Bn" ■ • • (»i<«2< • • ■ ) such that 7?0 = weak lim Bni exists. As all Bni are eAf, definite, and of bound 3»1, the same is true for B0. As all TrMiBn,) =X, so Property II or III, (* *) gives TrMiB0) =X. Finally (J50g, g) =limi<00(£Big, g) = limB,«,CSng, g)=mb'.
Thus Bo belongs to our class, and iB0g, g) =m¿. Therefore the l.u.b. ml is a maximum: mi =mb,andXK-x-=mb1kXK.
So the proof is completed. Consider the B0 of Lemma 3.2.1. By Lemmas 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 we have B0=piB), where B=foadEia) (symbolically), Eia) being a resolution of unity with F(a)eM, DMiEia)) =cv, and 0(a) a monotonous non-decreasing and right semi-continuous function. Consider any Baire function \pia), O^a^l, with 0^(a)^l. Form PiB)=fopia)dEia) (symbolically), using Lemma 3.1.4. Then piB) is eAf, definite, and of bound ^ 1, and TrM(P(B)) = f P(a)dDM(E(a)) = f 0(a)cia. Thus 73i=0i(7}) is a solution of Problem (B), too. But one verifies easily that Bx =0i(£) = 1 -E(X), and so Bx is a projection.
Therefore replacement of B0 by Bi completes the proof. Then DM(E) must be replaced by DM(E)/DM(G), in order to conserve the standard normalization and so the normalization of §1.1 requires replacing of Dm>(E') by DM'(E')/Dm(G). This a is replaced by a/DM(G) and so a^l remains true. Lemma 3.2.3 is modified, in so far as X is replaced by X/DM(G) and Af in Problems (A) and (B) is to be replaced by M(gj). This means that projections FeM must be ^G, and operators BeM must fulfill BG = GB =B. Combining this and the corresponding changes in Lemma 3.2.1 (observe that (Bog, g) = (Eog, g) = \\Eog\\2), we have Corollary.
Let a projection GeM be given. Replace Problems (A) and (B) by Problems (Aa) and (BG), which arise by imposing these further restrictions: In (Ao) the projections FeM are F^G. In (BG) the operators BeM fulfill BG = GB=B. Assume 0^X^DM(G). Then Problems (Ao) and (B0) possess a common solution E0 = B0, and we have for the maxima K~1\\E0g\\2¿ma = mb¿ K\\Eog\\2.
3.3. We hold g fixed, and make the following Definition 3.3.1. Let E, G be two projections eM, E^G. We say that E reduces g with respect to G if for every AeM with AG = GA =A (AEg,g) = iEAg,g).
If G may be taken =l,we say that E reduces g. Lemma 3.3.1. 7 ,eZ G be a projection eM, Ea a solution of Problem (AG) (cf. the corollary to Lemma 3.2.3) . Then Ea reduces g with respect to G.
If U is unitary, eAf, and commutes with G, then U~lE0U is a projection eAf, it is ¿U-lGU = G, and DM(U~lEoU) =DMiE0) =X. So (U-'EoUg, g) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use IkiEog, g). Now iU-xEoUg, g) = iU*E0Ug, g) = iE0Ug, Ug). So (£0g, g) -iEoUg,Ug)^0. So we have 2«((,4£o -Fov4)g, g) + Oie2) = 0.
As e^O, this necessitates HAE0-EoA)g, g) =0, that is,
This equation extends from the Hermitian A eM to all A eM, which commute with G. Put for such an A, Ai = %(A+A*), A2= -\i(A -A*), then it holds for Ai, A2 and so for A =Ai+iA2. Thus we have established that £0 reduces g with respect to G. Lemma 3.3.2 . If E reduces g relatively to G and G reduces g, then E reduces g.
We must show that for every AeM, (AEg, g) = (EAg, g). Now
(EAg, g) = (GEAg, g) = (G(EA)g, g) = ((EA)Gg, g) = iEGAGg, g) = iGAGEg, g) = iGAEg, g) = HAE)Gg, g) = iAEg, g). Also if E reduces g, EF = 0, FeM, then iEAFg, g) = iFAEg, g) =0.
We have iEAg, g) = (E(EA)g, g) = iEAEg, g) = (E{AE)g, g) = iiAE)Eg, g) = iAEg, g). Hence we have (EAg, g) = ((£l*_íEi)Ag, g)=Y¡l_í(EiAg, g) =yZlx(FiAEig, g). Also iEAFg, g) = iEiAF)g, g) = ÜAF)Eg, g) = iAiFE)g, g) = 0 = HEF)Ag, g) = iEiFA)g, g) = HFA)Eg, g) = iFAEg, g). = TrM(£txAEù =ZT_i7>mC4£,). Thus TrM(EAE) =Z;°=17>"CE,v4£0-Note that we have also demonstrated the convergence of ^°=lTrM(EiAEi). Lemma 3.3.6 . Let {E,} be a sequence of projections each Ef ^ "X ( :£ PX) for g. Furthermore let us suppose that each E, reduces g and Ei E, = 0 if i 9*j. Then
E=yZliEi^PX(^pX).
Let A be positive definite, eM and such that 7L4=^47£=;1. Then by Lemma 3.3.4 (Ag, g) = (EAg, g) = Z (EiAEig, g).
,=i
Now EiAEi is positive definite and is unchanged by left-or right-multiplication with Ei. Hence Lemma 1.4.2 yields (EiAEig, g) ^¿XTrM(EiAE¿). Thus by Lemma 3.2.6 00 00
(Ag, g) = T, (EiAEig, g) è XZ TrM(EiAE,) = XTrM(A).
i-X i~X Lemma 1.4.2 now implies E¡zpX. 3.4. We still suppose that g is held fixed.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let E^Obeaprojection, eM, and such that a¿ pE^Pb. Let aX with 0 <X<DM(E) be given. Then there exists a projection E0eM with the following properties: (i) E0^E; (ii) DM(E0) =X; (iii) E0 reduces g with respect to E; and (iv) there exists a £0 with a^pE-E0^pi;oi£PE0^Pb.
Consider the solution E0 of Problem (AG) with G = E, in the corollary to Lemma 3.2.3 . This E0 is a projection eAf and fulfills (i) , (ii) by definition, and it fulfills (iii) by Lemma 3.3.1. As to (iv), both E0 and E -E0 are ~^pa and ^ pb along with E, by Lemma 1.2.3.
So we must only find a £ with E -E0 ^ ,,£ f¡ PE0. Let V he the set of all tj's, for which there exists an F^£0 with F<y; and let T" be the set of all y's for which there exists an F^E -E0 with F>y. V and V" are open in-tervals, and clearly every 77 >Z> belongs to V, and every 77 < a belongs to T". So there exists either a ¿0 such that every 77 in V is 2:£0 and every 77 in T" iŝ £0, or T' and T" have a common element £1. If the former holds, then F^£0 implies F 2:77 for all 77<£o, and so F>:£o, that is, F0 2: j,£". Similarly £-£0 = P£o-So in this case the rest of (iv) is proved, too.
If the latter holds, then we have even a £1 -5 in V and £1+5 in T" for some suitable 5>0. So an Fi^Fo with Fi<£i -5 exists, and an F2^£-£0 with F2>£i+S. By Lemma 1.2 there exist two F3 and F4 (both ^0), with F3áFi, F^F2 and F3gp£i-.5, F^^i+S.
We may assume that DM(F3) =27M(F4), since otherwise we may replace F3, F4 by two Fi úF3, Ft ^F4 with 2VF3')=Z>M(F4')= min (DM(F3), 77M(F4)) (remembering Lemma 1.2.3). Now as FzSEo, F4 = £-£0, so £0-F3+F4, is a projection g£, and
contradicting the maximum property of ma. So this case cannot arise. The proof is therefore completed.
Lemma 3.4.2. We can define for all 0^a = l a family of projections E(a) and a function £(a) with the following properties:
Choose a sequence pi, p2, • • • which lies and is everywhere dense in 0 = a^l, with pi = 0, p2 = l. We will define £(a) and £(a) for a = pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ so that they fulfill (i)-(vi) and = DmÍEÍpí.)) +DmÍE0) = Pi' + ÍPi-Pi-) = p,.
In (vi) we need only that £(p,) reduces g. As £(p,) =£(p,0+£o, and £(p,0 reduces g, we must only show that Ea reduces g (use Lemma 3.3.3) . But Eo reduces g with respect to £ = £(p¿") --ECPt') by Lemma 3.4.1, (iii) , and £(p<") -£(p,-) reduces g because £(p,") and £(p<0 do (again use Lemma 3.3.3) , therefore E0 reduces g by Lemma 3.3.2 . So the property (vi) remains true.
In ( The statements (i), (iii) are unaffected by this extension, while (ii), (iv)-(vi) extend by continuity to all 0^a=T.
Let us now consider (vii). Assume a<ß. Choose a sequence p,", « = 0, ±1, +2, • -• , with a< ■ ■ ■ <pt-M<pi.i<ptt<pit<ptt< ■ ■ ■ <ß and lim ",_Mp,n = a, limn,00p¿"=/3. We have Pi_i>Pi_t> ■ ■ >a, so that Eipi_i) è£(p._,)è
• ■ • è£(<*). Therefore limB^_»£(p,-n) exists, and is 2:£(a).Now we have We have
As every E(ak) -E(ak-X) reduces g (by Lemma 3.4.2, (vi) , and Lemma 3.3.3) and as (£(a,)-£(a,_i))-(£(a,) -£(ai_i)) =0 forjVi, Lemma 3.3 .4 permits us to drop all terms with i^j from the above sum £t. fmi. Therefore it be-
Now £(a,)-£(ai_i)gp£(a,_i+0) by Lemma 3.4.2, (vii) . Therefore it is evident from Lemma 1.
(use Lemma 3.3.5) . Similarly £(a,) -£(a,_i) è^a,-0) by Lemma 3.4.2, (vii) . Therefore Lemma 1.4.1 gives
(use Lemma 3.3.5) . Thus the proof is completed. 3.5. We can now take the decisive step.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let g and K be as in Theorem I. LetK' be any number such that 1 <£' = £. Then there is a g' which is related to K' as g is to K in Theorem I, and such that \\g' -f|| ¿ iK -l)Kx>2.
Let » be the smallest positive integer with (2sT')n2:2iT. Put 6 = Kx,n, so License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use KO^K'.
Choose the at, i = 0, 1, • • ■ , ra with 0 = a0^ai^ ■ ■ • £=a"_i t%a" = l, so that £(a,+0) ^o"-2i^£(a¿-0).
(For i = 0, 6n~2i = en=K; for i = n, dn-2i = e-n = K-\) Put Xi = 0!'-<»+»/2. Now apply Lemma 3.4.3 . We have X¿2£(a¿_i+0) ^c?2i-Ci+1'Ö"-2<i-1> = öa£' and X,-2£(a,-0) ^c?2i-("+1'ö'-2i^c7-1 iK')-\ so Ci^£' and C2^iK')-\ Therefore the g' of that lemma gives for every definite AeM: K'TrMiA) ^ iAg', g') ^ iK^TmiA)
; that is, K'(Ag', g') ^ TrM(A) ^ (K'yi(Ag', g'). So it is related to K' as g and K are in Theorem I.
Compute now ||g' -g||. The projections £(a.) -£(a,_i), i = 1, • • • , ra, are mutually orthogonal, therefore the (£(a.) -£(a<_i))g, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n are mutually orthogonal too. Now we have
Therefore \\g'-g\\ ^ (K-l)K1/2. Thus the proof is completed.
Let £"i = l-r-2_(i+2), i = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We define inductively a sequence of elements gi, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Let go be related to Ko as g is to A in Theorem I. Suppose gi has been defined and is related to K( as in Theorem I. Then in Lemma 3.5 .1 let g = gi, £ = £,, K' = Ki+i. We then define g,-+i as g'. Then Chapter IV. The isomorphism of M, M' and § (for a = 1) 4.1. We assume that M, M' is in case IL, IL and a = l or what is the same thing that C = 1 and we have the standard normalization. We know by the discussion of R.O., § §11.3 and 11.4 how all other cases II can be reduced to this case.
As a = 1, Theorem II holds. We define To prove (i), in Theorem II take A as 1. Then 1 = TrM(l) = (g, g) =||g||2.
To prove (ii), in Theorem II take A as Ef. Then Consider (iii). Since we have the standard normalization and C = l, DwiE?) =DMiEf) = 1. This implies £f = 1. 
So we have proved Lemma 4.1.2. Iff is such that Ef = Ef* = 1 (in particular, if fis u.d.r. Af), ZAera h = Zf defines a one-to-one correspondence of § and the set of all ZeU(M) for which Zf exists (i.e., between § and Qf(M) ).
Since our assumptions on / are symmetric in Af and Af', we also have Lemma 4.1.3. Letf be as in Lemma 4.1.2. Then h = Z'f defines a one-to-one correspondence of S& and the set of all Z'eU(M') for which Z'f exists (i.e., between § and Qf(M')). 4.2. We now investigate these three correspondences. We know that they are one-to-one. They are obviously linear and of course along with § the sets Q/(M) and Qf(M') are linear. But inasmuch as ^m.m> is a correspondence of operators, we would like to know the algebraic properties of this correspondence as well as certain properties of Qf(M) and Qf(M'). In particular we would like to know:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Letting A = 1 in the definition of W, we get g = Wf= Wf. We would like to verify next (vi)' of the same property for T0(A'). By Lemma 4.2.5 we have for any unitary U'eM
Thus (vi)' holds. Property IV of §2.2 now implies that To(A') = TrM>(A') and hence/is u.d.r. M'.
Replacing Af by Af ' in the above argument yields the converse. We note that the above argument also proves We will show that AeQ/iM) (or Q/iM')) is bounded if and only if it is in this form. Now if A is in this form, it is obviously bounded so we must only show that every bounded A is in this form. Since A =Ai+iA2, Ai and ^42 Hermitian, it will be sufficient if this is shown for Hermitian A's. Since if A is in this form, cA is also, we may assume that the bound of A is =1. Then 1-A2 is definite and (1-42)1'2 exists. Letting i7=^+i(l-^2)1/2, then U*=A-iil-A2)x'2 and U is unitary. Furthermore A = §(£/+£/*). Now since the form£,_ia»C/, is invariant under 3W,m', boundedness must be also. We now prove (ii). If A is eM, then A =B+iC, A*=B -iC, B, C are Hermitian and eAf. If A~A', B~B', C~C, then B', C are Hermitian and A~B'+iC'=A', A*~B'-iC'=A'* proving (ii).
Corollary. The properties of being Hermitian, being definite, being a projection, as well as the numerical quantities |||¿ ||| (ZAe bound of A) and Ttm(A) (or TrM-(A')), all within M (or M'), are invariant under 3m,m'.
A Hermitian means A=A*;A a projection means A=A* = A2;A definite means that there exists an Hermitian B with A =B2. So all these properties are invariant under 3m,m-. 1 is invariant (leAf and leM', I/o = I/o). |||¿ III is the smallest a^O such that a2-1-A*A is definite, so \\\A ||| is invariant.
If A~A', then Af0=A'f0 and 7YM(¿) = (¿/", /o) = iA'f0, /o) = TrMiA') by Theorem V. 4.3. In what follows/0 will always be assumed to be u.d. The discussion which follows could be based on an extension of the notion of TrMiA) (and of TrM'iA ')) to unbounded AyM (or A 'yM') but we prefer an approach which avoids this.
Theorem VII. The sets Q/XM) and Q/0(M') are independent of the choice of of u.d. fo. We will therefore denote them by Q(M) and Q(Af'), respectively. (II) is part of (I).
We now prove Lemma 4.3.1. ï m a linear set, dense in §.
Inasmuch as Mis linear, 21 is too.
Consider an fe §, f=Zf, ZeQiM). Now Z=BU, B self-adjoint and definite, 23eZ7(M), U unitary and eM. Write B in its spectral form /» oo B = I Xd£(X), £(X)iM.
• This follows from the definition of 2Í and the fact that if X=YU, U unitary and either X or F is bounded, then both X and F are bounded. Now Ç(M)~Ç(M') under 3m.m-and while neither QiM) nor QiM') depends on the choice of the u.d. /0 yet 3m,m' does. We now obtain this dependence.
Property
Vo. Let the u.d. f0 be replaced by the u.d. g0 and let the resulting correspondence between QiM) and QiM') 'be denoted by %m,m'-Then if UeM is unitary and such that go = Uf0, and X=U_1YU, X and YeQiM), then 3m,m-:X'~Z; %m.m-:X'~Y ifX'f0 = Xfo,X'eQiM'). Let X'fo = Xfo, then X'gQ = X'Ufo = UX'fo = UXf0 = UXU^go. cases a reduction of the spatial-isomorphism questions of §1 and §2 to algebraic-isomorphism questions of £>i and §2 (plus the behavior of C) results. We will discuss these questions in detail in later publications.
